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The SGTO continues to defend our rights to a decent home; it is important to us and vital for the
future of our children and generations to come. The challenges for last year have been intensified
by a Government that ‘knows the price of everything and the value of nothing’ and a Council that
claims that we are all one family but treats us with disrespect.
The SGTO alongside Area Forums and Tenants Council have continued to highlight and campaign
about the lack of active consultation extended by the Council and our Councillors. In 2016 Cllr
Stephanie Cryan gave a commitment at an SGTO meeting to review the existing consultation
processes, starting with a meeting with the Chairs & Vice Chairs of SGTO and Tenants Council to
discuss a way forward. That meeting was held and then she blithely went ahead, ignoring any of
the avenues we explored. For the first time in all the years I have been involved in the tenants’
movement, the people who have committed voluntarily to work for and with the people in their
communities are refusing to cooperate with the Council.
Cllr Cryan, Cabinet Member for Housing Management and Modernisation, tweeted that SGTO is
opposed to giving a voice to "the many not the few".
I hope my report this year will illustrate how crass her Trump style tweet is.
We were proud to report in October 2017 that the housing repair line will remain a free line. This
is because of the SGTO mounting a successful campaign in response to the Councils decision to
phase out the free phone line and introduce a 0300 number which would have cost up to 50p a
minute to report a repair. The campaign was won because of tenants’ involvement across the
Borough.
In response to the expectation of both the Government & Southwark Council that all services will
eventually only be accessed on-line, residents got together at the SGTO’s ‘Digital Tea Party’ to
find out about the free courses on offer at Bells Gardens Community Centre and other
opportunities to get on-line in Southwark. Staff from Age Uk, South London Cares, Thames Reach
and the London Institute of Banking and Finance were there to talk to residents and providers
were on hand to give live demonstrations of the courses available at the SGTO.
The SGTO in partnership with Southwark CAB worked with the London Institute of Banking &
Finance to provide an accredited course in budgeting and money management for Southwark
tenants. On

completion, the participants received a certificate and an option to take an exam to get a level 1
qualification awarded by the Institute.
In November 2017, the SGTO teamed up with legal experts from the Southwark Law Centre and
Anthony Gold Solicitors to deliver workshops for TRAs and residents to empower themselves with
a basic understanding of the law around repair & maintenance.
The SGTO has taken steps to support the local community and those affected by Universal Credit
and worked with the Council to produce and distribute an easy guide to Universal Credit. It was
sent by post to every new recipient of Universal Credit on our behalf by the Council and part
funded by the Tenants Fund. A second updated print run is in the pipeline.
In January 2018, the SGTO held workshops to discuss and explore how the SGTO could actively
support residents across the borough and how to take on the challenge and meet the criticism
from some quarters that it does not get out to all areas. It was noted that many regular attendees
at Group Meetings are from the central core of the Borough, maybe because SGTO is based at
Bells Gardens in Peckham. But the group discussing the topic did extend beyond that; Setchell,
Elephant & Castle, & Nunhead.
One workshop explored ways to support the Youth Forum and to assist the young people to
directly engage with T&RAs and create a platform where young people can express their views
on issues affecting them. SGTO is committed to remaining an active partner of residents across
the Borough and is always open to ideas on how it can improve engagement.
A Youth Steering Committee has been in place since January 2018 and meets fortnightly at Bells
Gardens. The focus of the committee to build a cohesive and inclusive community for youth. Their
tagline and motto is Building Leaders of Tomorrow. The Group unanimously agreed that the
SGTO Youth Forum should have an item on every Group agenda and members of the Forum
attend our monthly meetings and talk to us about the work they are doing. They played an active
part in the group meeting that was dedicated to Knife Crime. Detective Sergeant Helen Lyons
was in attendance and agreed to meet with the Youth Forum to discuss the difficulties they face
as young people growing up in Southwark.
The SGTO continues working with the residents of the Ledbury T&RA and Ledbury Action Group
who are waiting to hear decisions from the Council about the future of the four tower blocks.
Ledbury residents have been grateful for the support given to them by the SGTO which has
empowered them to negotiate with Southwark Council and to take part in meetings with relevant
bodies. This included taking part in Dame Judith Hackett’s independent review of building
regulations.
The Campaign Action Group meets on a regular basis and works with groups of people who are
dealing with ongoing issues around regeneration schemes across Southwark and alongside
Southwark’s Trade Union Movement and Defend Council Housing on housing issues that affect
Southwark’s residents.
The SGTO joined the Grenfell March commemorating the twelve months since the disaster. This
march was strongly supported by the Fire Brigade and strongly illustrated the strength and

determination of the Grenfell achieve justice for the victims of this terrible tragedy and to expose
the causes of council neglect
SGTO is currently working jointly with Southwark Planning Network on reviewing planning
applications and asked how SGTO can help residents engage with the process of planning
applications better and assist putting forward responses to the Council.

The repairs service and the effectiveness of call centre is an ongoing concern. Dave Markham
attended a Group Meeting to talk about how the changes in the handing over from Mears to
Southwark Building Services was being progressed. He spoke about the benefits that will be
derived from the change and stated that residents would have more opportunity to be involved
in the scheme of things, (his words). We hope this will be extended to a much-needed review of
the Call Centre. The Tenants Movement has argued for the reintroduction of a borough wide
Direct Labour repairs service for many years.
The Campaign Action Group is collecting data on disrepair in the borough with a current focus on
the Aylesbury Estate’s shocking conditions. Reports have been gathered from residents with
issues comparative to Ledbury Estate disrepair of large cracks within internal walls. The SGTO
will monitor the affect the changes will make to our repairs service across Southwark.
As a part of the work we do in the interests of tenants & residents in Southwark we were invited
by the Housing Minister to participate in the consultation and planning of the now published
Green Paper on the future of social housing. Now that it has been published we have been sent
a copy of the Green Paper and asked for our comments.
The Mayor of London’s housing policy officer has asked to meet with SGTO representatives to
discuss the future of social housing and the Mayor’s response to the Green Paper.
The Summer Festival held on 21st July this year was a team effort and a showcase not just for
SGTO’s services but more importantly it served as an opportunity for TRA’s to network and
promote their activities. On a personal note the event, (by accident, not design) was held on my
70th birthday. A cake was shared out and I will never forget the friendship that was extended to
me – Thank you!
The Youth Forum receives funding from the Tenant Fund Management Committee [TFMC]. The
Forum received funding just two weeks before the event and despite this, arranged and designed
a flyer and SGTO Youth Forum logo which was printed on t-shirts and promotional material. Their
stand at the festival was impressive and attracted a lot of young people who wouldn’t normally
get involved in forums to sign up.
For several years, SGTO have organised a football tournament in collaboration with Southwark
residents and TRA’s for young people to take part in an annual competition. This year the
tournament was held on Saturday 4th August at Athenlay Football Club. TRA’s across Southwark
registered their teams and the young people supported by their families participated. Rockingham
Estate won the Cup for the second year running which was presented by the Mayor of
Southwark,Cllr Catherine Rose. Every young person who took part in the tournament was
awarded a medal.

The focus of this initiative is youth engagement. Bells Gardens TRA demonstrates this when SGTO
linked one of their members with Millwall Football Club to complete a Level 1 Coaching certificate.
This was achieved with the support of the Bells Gardens Chair and committee members who
supported the initiative and increased engagement with their younger members. Youth activities
on the estate are reported back at committee meetings. This is just one example that
demonstrates involving young people gives them a focus and community inclusion with committee
business. Initiatives can act as a deterrent in antisocial behaviour and reducing crime.
The SGTO has worked meticulously over the past twelve months to meet the Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) set by the Council to monitor our performance. These KPIs are based on the
following five outcomes: safer communities, healthier communities, engaged communities,
greener communities and vibrant communities.
The Resource Centre provides an opportunity for tenants and residents to be digitally skilled with
various training and courses available. The SGTO supports beginners with an online Basic
Computer course ‘Learn My Way’. Support with accessing their online Universal Credit account,
use of different assorted software packages, assistance in strating online accredited Level 2 Food
and Hygiene Course, Basic First Aid, Fire Safety and Health & Safety Courses.
Resulting from the Account Verifications that the SGTO perform, T&RAs are able to successfully
apply for their annual Tenants fund from the Council; this service is well used and saves T&RAs
a total of approximately £18,000 per year.
We were sorry to lose our Campaign and Research Worker who did excellent work for the SGTO
but I am happy to report that his successor Rhiannon, has quickly stepped up to the challenge in
a year, which has proved very challenging for both staff and Board members. I cannot thank
them enough for their hard work and commitment to the SGTO. This year has seen life changing
situation for a few of them but their continuing loyalty in difficult circumstances has been
outstanding.
Our staff team, Amanda, Ahmed, Michael, Vashti, Rhiannon & Gerry under the leadership of
Margaret have served the SGTO in a way that has brought credit to the organisation.
My thanks to Chris Meregini & Bill Newman in their supportive officer’s roles and to all our Board
members for the time they give to the SGTO and for the support they have given to me.
And as always a heartfelt ‘thank you’ to the many tenants and residents that use the SGTO’s
services and attend monthly meetings; to the tenants that represent the SGTO on the numerous
council working parties and support our many campaigns to make life better for Southwark
residents.
In closing I need to say to all our elected Councillors that not only is the SGTO and the Tenants
Movement in favour of the involvement of the many; we work to promote it. What we are opposed
to is the high-handed manner that Councillors like Cllr Cryan treat with us who ignore the many
and talk only to themselves.

Margaret Onwuta
Senior Manager
Every year we try to update you on all that has been happening, both good and bad
throughout the year. I would like to start with the good aspects by acknowledging all our
trustees for giving up their valuable time to sit on the SGTO board this year and for making
sure we have a well-functioning organisation.
It takes leadership to bring people together and sustain them. I am most grateful to the Chair,
who has managed everyone on the Board and made sure everything runs smoothly. I am sure
everyone that sat on the board this year will individually take stock and reflect on their
achievements. Equally, I am sure they will build on where they feel they could have done
better and use the positive findings to support those who are joining the board for the first
time this year.
I have always considered myself blessed for the team that I have to work with on a daily
basis, both previous and current. This year started off with a few challenges but with the
strong team commitment we pulled through together. Last year we did not have a Campaign
and Research Officer and we were in the process of recruiting to fill the vacant position for a
Community Development Officer for Borough and bankside. I am pleased to say that we now
have both officers in post and they are doing great.
Annually, the SGTO puts up two community initiatives towards promoting community cohesion
and healthy living, (TRA summer fest and football challenge competition). I must say that the
events this year turned out to be the best, according to members’ feedback. So, a very big
thank you to all those who supported or contributed in any shape or form to ensure that
everyone enjoyed themselves, especially our youth who were spectacular.
The SGTO supports young people from across the borough through our youth forum, to
develop their skills and confidence as leaders of tomorrow. This is an initiative to increase
youth participation into TRAs and local decision making bodies. SGTO youth forum is building
networks and relationships with other youth groups in the borough by integrating the young
people from various TRAs. The youth forum members aim to become “Youth Ambassadors”,
to make Southwark a borough where young people feel safe, engaged and inspired to make
a difference in their community.
The young people have been meeting fortnightly on a Wednesday since the end of January
this year. They are involved in workshops, panel discussions, and presentations to build
confidence and develop skills in public speaking. The forum encourages participation and
provides a space to have discussions on issues of concern such as youth homelessness, guns,
drugs and knife crime, as an initiative towards creating awareness and eradicating it.

recommendations. The youth forum’s aim is to provide all young people in Southwark with
the tools, skills and resources required to be leaders of tomorrow. There is great potential
amongst the young people in Southwark, but if the tools are not provided, then greater
opportunities will be lost.
Our key performance indicator (KPI) was recently reviewed and agreed in April this year by
the Council. This is based on five outcomes; safer, healthier, engaging, greener and vibrant
communities.
The SGTO is playing a vital role in promoting safer communities in Southwark through its
regular group meetings. We had knife crime as a main focus at one of our group meetings
which was attended by Evelyn Akoto -Cabinet Member for Community Safety and Public
Health. Our youth forum will be arranging a follow up meeting to discuss what estates can
do. On the 20th of June, SGTO hosted a Knife Crime Summit which welcomed people from all
over London to address knife crime.
Following recent reports from the Grenfell Tower investigation, residents are extremely
concerned about fire safety and that there hadn’t been sufficient training in evacuating tower
blocks in an emergency. We have been approached by residents who are concerned that this
is still the case. In light of this, SGTO have arranged a meeting with the London Fire Brigade
to ensure the safety of local residents.
As well as Fire Safety, our campaign activity is focusing on disrepair in the borough. We have
joined the Fuel Poverty Action campaign for safer homes and look forward to partnership
working. We are planning further disrepair sessions with the Southwark Law Centre. We have
started surveying residents on the disrepair issues in their property to establish what the key
areas of disrepair are and how they impact on resident’s lives.
SGTO now have a presence on the Southwark Homeless Forum and are engaging with the
Homelessness Reduction Act on how to prevent homelessness. Many patients who are
discharged from hospital return to properties that are not fit for habitation, we have joined
with the discharge teams so we can research and campaign on the issues that are impacting
on a patient’s health.
We have linked with the Southwark Wellbeing Hub and are exploring SGTO being a pop up
for their mental health support services. We are having training from their partnership
manager to navigate the Southwark Wellbeing Hub database and we can cascade this
information down to TRAs who want to get involved. The Bells Gardens Community Centre is
fully utilised by various local organisations in promoting healthy living programs such as, Bags
of Taste, Diabetes UK, keep fit class and more.
SGTO is in the process of becoming a food voucher distributor for Southwark residents who
are vulnerable and facing financial crisis. The Tenants and Resident Support Officer has
undertaken “Voucher Holder Training”, with Southwark Foodbank.
SGTO is now part of the Southwark Planning Network. The main objective is to ensure that
estates benefit from the new area action plans – ensuring that their green spaces are
protected. Engagement with residents will also make sure that they are aware of the
implications of the Area Action Plans and any possible loss to green space that may be incurred
within their estate.
The SGTO resource centre provides an opportunity for tenants and residents to be digitally
skilled with various training and courses available. SGTO supports beginners with an online

Basic Computer course ‘Learn my Way’, and provide Support with accessing their online
Universal Credit account, use of different computer software packages, assistance in starting
online accredited level 2 Food & Hygiene courses, Basic First Aid Awareness, Fire/ Health &
Safety courses.
The SGTO works closely with partner organisation Citizen Advice Southwark (CAS), providing
a space for tenants and residents to bid for housing and other housing related issues. Job
Centre Plus regularly refers people to the SGTO and claimants are delighted with how peaceful
our resource room is, in contrast to the job centre and called it “an oasis”. We are also part
of a new UC Southwark network and Food Poverty Alliance. We are referring to services such
as Southwark Law Centre, Southwark Legal Advice Network, Anthony Gold, Love London
Working and Southwark Wellbeing Hub to address issues from housing to mental health.
SGTO have direct engagement with tenants and residents through attending meetings,
outreach and other community functions. Thames Reach recently sent a local group of
students called ‘Mimo’, to Bells Gardens Community Centre, as part of their painting and
decorating course. The group of women had studied painting and decorating theory aspect in
the classroom and in decorating the reception area of the Centre, it gave them the practical
experience needed to complete their course and obtain a certificate. Students from Goldsmiths
University used the centre over a few days to carry out a filming project for their coursework,
they will be returning for more film screening projects.
We hire out equipment for the benefit of residents that want to organise outdoor events that
would attract different people within their community. The equipment is free of charge for
TRA members and most TRAs have utilised this service for some time now. Also, the residents
benefit from the free printing service we offer to them. We have helped various TRAs with
their printing requests, ranging from minutes of their TRA meetings, fun day fliers,
Newsletters, Agendas and they have been happy with the way the services are delivered.
T&RAs are supported to maximise their income and manage their money better with free
account verification. With the accounts verification service, TRAs are able to use the verified
accounts to apply for funding streams from other organisations. TRAs are able to successfully
apply for their Annual Tenants Fund from the Council and make financial decisions as it relates
to the TRA community activities. The verified accounts encourage transparency within the
committee. Treasurers within the TRAs are encouraged on good book-keeping practice. The
free verification has helped TRAs to save a total of £4800 per quarter and approx. £19,200 to
20,000 per year.
Finally, as always, I encourage everyone in Southwark to get involved with the work of SGTO,
because you are the reason we exist and it has never been more important to protect tenant
rights in the borough. The key to achieving that is for everyone to continue working together,
because we are all that we need, and we are better together.

Amanda Carey
Administration/Finance Officer
& Halls Manager
I have now been with SGTO for seven years and am forever learning different skills in
my capacity as Administrator/Finance Officer and meeting some wonderful characters
along the way. Whilst dealing with general day to day administration I monitor and
control the finance for SGTO to the best of my ability to ensure we are aware of what
funds are available and what has been spent. This entails making sure that general
office procedures are followed in keeping a record of printing carried out, that invoices
are raised, who attends our meetings and resource centre, and more importantly that
our suppliers are paid on time so we do not incur additional charges. Since obtaining
a charge card, which is similar to a debit/credit card, we now have the option to shop
further afield to ensure that we are getting the best quality product on the market at
bargain prices for any supplies needed.
We continue to offer courses to the residents in the resource room which is beneficial
to those who have never used a computer before, or needing additional skills to gain
employment. Since the new GDPR rules, we have had to obtain consent from members
to be able to contact them and how they would like to be contacted. This has meant
that new databases have had to be set up to ensure people receive correspondence
by their chosen method. At present, the majority have requested email which will
reduce the amount of paper used, postage, envelopes and also, those who only want
documents electronically, get their wish...we will be saving a couple of trees as well,
which is a good thing. We fully appreciate that some people prefer hard copies, but
this way we are trying to please all.
Managing the halls at Bells Gardens is another position I hold, which I am sure you
can imagine has its own challenges. However, it is great to have the space available
to hire to the Southwark residents at an affordable rate where an alternative venue
would be extremely expensive. Our latest addition to the halls are isolation switches
to assist the caretaker in closing down parties at the scheduled time and also cuts
power to sockets, should music be played too loud…superb.
Finally, I would like to say a big thank you to everyone who utilises our services and
I hope that we can continue to serve you all for many years to come.

Vashti Henry
(Tenants and Residents Support Officer)
I have been in the current full-time position as SGTO’s Tenants and
Residents Support Officer since April 2018. One of the main objectives of
the post is to reinvigorate defunct Tenants and Residents Associations
(TRA) across the borough and sustaining existing ones in Bermondsey East
and Borough & Bankside.
It was an enjoyable experience attending my first Tenants Conference back
in November 2017. Also for the first time I assisted SGTO during their
annual summer festival in Camberwell and Football Tournament held at
Athenlay Football Club. SGTO’S community events have been a great
opportunity for me to establish new connections and engage with residents.
As a federation we help to increase involvement in decision making and
encourage communities to work harmoniously and participate in the
tenant’s movement.
My role requires working in partnership with external organisations to
create greater community involvement and increase awareness of services
within the borough. Working in cohesion and sharing knowledge helps to
strengthen communities. I represent SGTO as a member of ‘Southwark
Food Power Alliance’ who are developing working with the most vulnerable
people who are experiencing or have experienced food poverty, and as Lead
of The Trussell Trust ‘Southwark Foodbank’ voucher holder referral scheme.
SGTO’s open door policy has enabled me to engage with Southwark
residents and representatives, holding impromptu discussions with
persons I may not have had the immediate opportunity to meet.
Recently I have been assigned the role as SGTO’s Volunteer Coordinator
creating volunteering opportunities to increase individual’s skills and
experience supporting our clients and services.

The new European Union, General Data Protection Regulation although
great in the protection of personal data, has created obstacles in delivering
outreach. Other challenges have been trying to determine statistical
records of TRA’s in Southwark, making it extremely difficult identifying
estates and street properties with an existing or defunct TRA. The result is
that I have visited areas within the borough meeting residents who are the
ambassadors with lived experience and knowledge of their communities
and needs.
It is inspiring to meet with a wide cross section of communities volunteering
their free time organising activities and participating in the tenant’s
movement. Engaging with residents has been valuable, gaining a
perspective of people’s experiences within their neighbourhoods and
meeting individuals living within a climate of regeneration with adverse and
positive impacts on their environment.
Community Engagement requires building relationships and often means
taking a subtle approach as it can take a great deal of time and patience
to establish trust and garner mutual understanding.
At SGTO we all share in a common purpose, working in a small team I work
alongside two Community Engagement Officers, covering the whole of
Southwark. The advantages are being in a position to collaborate and
consult with the Campaigns and Research Officer and Board Members. The
difficulties are as a small organisation we experience having to anticipate
and react to authorities decisions which have a lasting impact on
communities within Southwark. Despite this we are the only remaining
Independent Tenants Federation in London acting as an umbrella for
tenants and residents and believe this should be preserved.
I look forward to continually building relationships and engaging with the
rich and diverse communities within Southwark.

Ahmed Kabba
(Tenants and Residents Support Officer)
The (SGTO) is an independent voluntary organisation representing and promoting the right
of tenants and residents groups within the London Borough of Southwark.
My role as Tenants and Residents Development Officer involves capacity building, getting to
know the community (T&RA) supporting inclusive and collective working, responding to
tenants and resident’s conflict, organising community events, and promoting SGTO services
regularly.
I am directly engaging with T&RAs across the Borough of Southwark and my catchment areas
are Nunhead & Peckham Rye, Peckham, Walworth West and Dulwich. Each of these areas
consist of a minimum of ten functional T&RAs. In my role as a Tenants & Residents Support
Officer I attend T&RAs meetings, support T&RA activities and respond to emergencies, such
as campaigning issues whilst advocating best practice and good governance. My relationship
with T&RAs extends beyond my required job description by providing information on related
housing queries, advice and guidance to families with personal matters. I also support service
users with basic computer skills on a daily basis in the resource centre and this work is coupled
with general office duties.
This year has been challenging and most fulfilling, with the introduction of the GDPR and
resident’s involvement under the spot light I have been busy keeping Tenants and Residents
Associations informed.
I have been busy engaging with TRAs such as the Kings Wood, Consort, Caroline Gardens and
Oliver Goldsmith to name but a few. Providing essential services and guidance on relaunching
of defunct T&RA and guiding those that are in danger of closing down. I am involved in plans
to improve resident’s engagement across the Borough and the staff team is planning a
roadshow from September to November to increase resident’s participation.
I have been busy working with the SGTO Events Committee in organising and delivering of
various activities this year; the Summer Fest (Camberwell Green) and the Youth Football
Competition 2018 (Athenlay Football Club Dulwich). Feedback from these events highlighted
the need to continue with these kinds of activities and to work to expand and make them
even better.

Through an initiative of mine the SGTO participates in the Culture in Communities (Eid at the
Park) celebrating EID UL ADHA. The idea is to establish and build relationships with external
agencies and service providers to support tenants and residents. The SGTOs continued
participation in these activities will not only built confidence, but reinforce lasting
relationships across the borough with T&RAs.
Furthermore, with my involvement as a coordinator the SGTO Youth Forum has been
reactivated with new and active members (Young People). The Youth Forum is an initiative
aimed at raising awareness of TRAs among young people to empower young people to be part
of the decision making process in the borough. This approach makes it easier for young people
to be aware, get involved and understand the tenant’s involvement structure. Secure funding
this year from the Tenants Fund Management Committee (TFMC) has helped to place the
SGTO Youth Forum in a better position to further its activities. The funding is received with big
applause from young people and they express gratitude. The funding is timely with the
growing gang and knife crime in the borough.
The Youth Forum was actively present at both Summer Fest and Youth Football Tournament
this year by recruiting new members and promoting the youth forum.
This year for me has been challenging, engaging with Tenants and Residents Associations,
planning and delivery of various events, organising and relaunching the youth forum and to
conclude, coordinating the Lessons in Financial Education, (LiFE) a Free Accredited Course in
Budgeting and Money Management. All these activities have increased rapidly with my
involvement, and has produced proven evidence for the need for sustainable community
engagement programs and activities.
Finally, this year has been fulfilling. I am deriving satisfaction from dealing with vulnerable and
disadvantaged communities and achieving positive outcomes. The need to give young people
the opportunities to strive cannot be over emphasised and supporting service users in their
career path and securing jobs fulfils my commitment with the SGTO.

Michael Adebiyi
(Tenants and Residents Support Officer)
The year under review has been both challenging and interesting. Working as a Resident
Support Officer covering part of the north of the Borough entails attending TRA meetings,
Area Forums to gain an overview of difficulties that T&RAs are facing jointly and assisting in
managing committee issues to strengthen the individual associations. Meetings attended
have made it possible to identify issues that directly and indirectly affect the residents that
live on these estates.
SGTO as an Umbrella body for Tenants & Residents in Southwark and carefully considers all
the issues identified within the meetings attended and assists tenants to form strategies to
deal with each of them. If there are issues that need to be addressed by the Council the
SGTO guides tenants through the council maze to reach the appropriate people who can
assist them.
The purpose of promoting meaningful involvement is to ensure that the rights of tenants
and residents are not violated. Our organisations also need to monitor housing services
delivered to ensure they are of quality and maintain a high standard of living for Southwark
residents. This is made possible when well-structured plans are put in place and is achieved
by collaborating with tenants and using their first-hand information to bring about good
practice for all T&RAs in Southwark.
Over the year, these shared experiences have helped me to learn from the various tasks I
have undertaken and helps me to better understand the needs of the people I work with.
Gaining better understanding of people’s needs and aspirations enables me to help them to
set realistic goals. I realise that tenants are often frustrated by the length of time it takes to
achieve solutions to the simplest problems they face.
I can say categorically that 2017/2018 has been a remarkable year. The challenges faced
have been stepping stones for me to help the people I work with to achieve their objectives
and I look forward to the coming year with optimism.
Working with other organisations in Southwark with similar aims to ours is extremely
beneficial. Working together in collaboration we can assist people in our communities to
achieve a sense of belonging. Advice Southwark, Pecan, Community Southwark have really
been a good support in both supporting residents and sharing information.

As an illustration of an achievement I am proud of is the work I did with the Champion Hill
Estate to relaunch their T&RA. The aim was to bring the community together by supporting
each other. A meeting was held which was very productive and tenants came up with fantastic
ideas on what to do to strengthen the T&RA. My presence was appreciated as I shared my
experiences and insights and advised them on how they could work together to form a strong
association.
I continue to verify T&RA accounts and the number of associations of users’ increases as
existing users of the service recommend our service.
Working for the SGTO has had an immense impact on my life and dealing with situations and
issues has helped me build my career profile and my understanding of the level of influence
people can have on their lives by working together.

Rhiannon Hughes
Campaigns & Research Officer
I joined SGTO in May 2018. Having previously worked as a service coordinator and legal
advisor for a busy Southwark Legal Advice Centre I have knowledge of the law; including
extensive knowledge of housing rights and the issues affecting Southwark residents. I
helped local people complain to the council, fight evictions and decrease rent arrears. I grew
frustrated seeing the same issues occur again and again in Council Homes and saw no
meaningful change – due to this, I wanted to join SGTO to be an officer of tenants and
residents in council homes so we can fight for proper change.
Prior to joining SGTO I have had roles campaigning against Welfare Reform, cuts to the
justice system, campaigns that improve housing rights and the lives of people in
immigration detention centres. Much of this campaigning was through creative outlets such
as exhibitions, guerrilla events and creating publications.
In my first month at SGTO I attended an intensive campaign boot camp where campaigners
from across the country came together to learn from one another and improve campaign
strategies.
The SGTO Campaign Action Group (CAG) currently meet monthly. Since joining in May our
focus had been Universal Credit, Fire Safety and Disrepair. These issues were the main
issues identified by members. My predecessor had done significant work around these areas
and CAG continue to find ways to improve fire safety and disrepair in Southwark homes and
the experience of those on Universal Credit in the borough.
SGTO have been invited to City Hall in September to discuss the Social Housing Green Paper
with the Mayors team. This is an important time for social housing and the tragic events of
Grenfell Tower have meant that the Government needs to start addressing the needs of
social tenants and residents. The London Assembly has been focusing on resident
engagement and some MPs have relaunched a Parliamentary Campaign for Council Housing
– SGTO has fed back to consultations on both these issues.
I have lived in Southwark for 13 years and I can see that things are really changing. There is
vast regeneration and adaptation of our highstreets and estates. We need to make sure that
these changes create a better place to live for social tenants.
Our latest challenge is the review of Tenant and Resident Associations (TRAs), the SGTO and
TRA halls that Southwark Council are undertaking. We are campaigning to ensure that halls
are protected and tenants’ rights are maintained. We need every tenant to get involved in
this campaign to ensure that the best deal is reached.
From September 2018 SGTO will be holding a regular radio show on Resonance 104.4fm
based in borough. Our first episode will focus on the Tenants Movement and thereafter we
will doing recordings from the estates. We hope many of you can get involved.

